
The ash tree, characterised by its enchanting contrasts and extraordinary strength,
is currently threatend by a fungal disease called Hymenoscyphus fraxineus. Our
promise of being both passionate about and respectful towards nature is the
driving force behind this collection. The collection only consists of trees whose faith
was already to be cut down. The purpose is to treat nature with as much respect as
possible and translate it to aesthetic experiences at home.

Dinesen Ash combines the essence of Nordic aesthetics and craftsmanship with a
personal expression. Every single plank of ash tells its own story – what they have in
common is the uncompromising quality that characterises the Dinesen tradition of
inviting nature inside.

AshPricelist

Core

•	 Most	common	selection 
•	 Rich	in	contrast	but	timeless 
•	 Few	or	no	knots

White

•	 Light	and	discrete 
•	 Harmonious	and	uniform 
•	 Few	knots	and	contrasts

Natural

•	 Rich	in	structure 
•	 Authentic	and	warm 
•	 Frequent	knots
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Ash 

    Core White Natural
	 Thickness	 Width	 Length	 Price	per	m2  Price per m2 Price per m2

 22 mm (0.9”) 125 mm (5”) 1 – 3 m (3’ 3” – 9’ 10’’)	 65	EUR	 81	EUR	 	 	 	
   2 – 5 m (6’ 7’’ – 16’ 5”)	 81	EUR	 101	EUR

  150 mm (5,9”) 1 – 3 m (3’ 3” – 9’ 10’’)	 76	EUR	 94	EUR 
   2 – 5 m (6’ 7’’ – 16’ 5”)	 94	EUR	 118	EUR

  200 mm (7.9”) 1 – 3 m (3’ 3” – 9’ 10’’) 86	EUR	 108	EUR 
   2 – 5 m (6’ 7’’ – 16’ 5”)	 108	EUR	 135	EUR

  250 mm (9.8”) 1 – 3 m (3’ 3” – 9’ 10’’) 97	EUR	 121	EUR	 68	EUR 
   2 – 5 m (6’ 7’’ – 16’ 5”)	 121	EUR	 151	EUR	 85	EUR

  300 mm (11.8”) 1 – 3 m (3’ 3” – 9’ 10’’)	 108	EUR 135 EUR	 76	EUR 
   2 – 5 m (6’ 7’’  – 16’ 5”)	 134	EUR	 	 94	EUR

 30 mm (1.2”) 300 mm (11.8”) 1 – 3 m (3’ 3” – 9’ 10’’)	 129	EUR	 	 91	EUR 
   2 – 5 m (6’ 7’’  – 16’ 5”)	 161	EUR	 	 113	EUR

Planks in random lengths are delivered in available 
lengths. This makes for a fluid transition from one 
room to the next and a coherent expression that is 
perfect for many projects. Each plank is made as  
long as possible, which makes it possible to use a  
very high proportion of the raw wood.

Random	lengths

Random	lengths
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Ash GrandPattern

GrandPattern is an option where large planks are laid in familiar historical 
patterns. A modern solution with respect for history, which takes on a 
contemporary and exclusive appearance due to the proportions.

      
      
 Core White
	 Thickness	 Width	 Length	 Price	per	m2 Price per m2

 22 mm (0.9”) 75 mm (3’’) 60 cm (23.6’’)	 54	EUR	 68	EUR

  100 mm (4’’) 60 cm (23.6’’)	 59	EUR	 74	EUR

  125 mm (5”) 75 cm (29.5’’)	 64	EUR	 81	EUR

   150 mm (5.9’’) 75 cm (29.5’’)	 76	EUR	 95	EUR

  200 mm (7.9’’)	 80	cm	(31.5’’)	 86	EUR	 108	EUR

   250 mm (9.8’’) 100 cm (39.4’’)	 97	EUR	 122	EUR

Herringbone

Solid planks laid in a herringbone pattern 
is a timeless solution. Choosing large 
dimensions in the individual planks takes 
the classic pattern to new heights with an 
impressive expression and an elegant look.

Mosaic

The mosaic pattern is a classic solution which 
achieves a new and elegant expression with 
solid planks in larger dimensions than what is 
traditionally used. The pattern can be individually 
customised and attracts attention with its 
extraordinary dimensions.

Bond

The planks are laid in a bond, giving you 
the option of putting your own personal 
touch on the expression in your choice 
of dimensions. A traditional solution that 
creates a smooth transition and a beautiful 
interplay between the solid planks.

GrandPattern
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General

About the planks

The planks are supplied unfinished and have a moisture content of 8-10 %. Dinesen floor 
planks are CE-labelled in accordance with EN 14342.

Delivery times

Delivery times for the various dimensions and types vary and may in some cases be 
considerable.	For	more	information	on	delivery	time,	please	contact	Dinesen	on	 
+45 7455 2140.

Installation

Always consult our instructions or contact our technical department at info@dinesen.com 
or +45 7455 2140.

Underfloor heating

All Dinesen planks are suitable for underfloor heating.

Maintenance

We recommend Dinesen products for finishing and maintenance. Our soaps are made 
especially for Dinesen floors and contain components that secure correct maintenance of 
the floors.
To preserve the beauty of your Dinesen floor, you need to use Dinesen’s maintenance 
products. We cannot assure the durability and condition of the surface if other products 
are used.

Webshop

Our webshop with maintenance products and instruction videos can be found at  
dinesen.com.

Prices

The present price list was released on 1 January 2019. All the listed prices are stated in 
EUR	per	m2. All the listed prices are exclusive of VAT and delivery.

We do not accept any liability for printing errors.


